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 It is the re-union of three films made by the popular director – Alakh Ka Dikhhla Jaa (1979), Bewaqoof (1980) and Aakhiri
Aadmi (1982) – and brings them together in one story. The film was a huge success and became one of the most popular movies

of the year. The songs from the film have achieved immense popularity and remain a part of Indian popular culture today. It
received seven Filmfare Awards – the best one being the Best Film – and two Nandi Awards. The characters The film portrays
the conflict between a traditional and a modern mind. The modern man Khanna is the protagonist; he wants to follow modern

ways and start an independent life. He is from a lower middle class family and lives in a very narrow world. He has no
knowledge about social customs. His girlfriend, Tina, is from a traditional background. She is of the Brahmin caste and is aware

of the ways of the upper-class society. She has never had to earn for herself, for she is the daughter of a millionaire. This not
only has instilled in her the values of upper-class society, but also has made her arrogant. The family of Tina is very upper-class.
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They are Arya Samaj, a Hindu organisation which holds all the values of upper-class society. The other characters are her
grandmother, Grandmother, parents and their neighbours. Story Khanna is the owner of a photography studio. When the upper-
class society people come for wedding photography, he gets upset with their decision to take wedding photographs with a film

camera, instead of with an expensive camera. This is because they take all the pictures on the studio's premises. He comes
across Tina Munim, a friend of his wife's younger sister. Tina has a friend named Mohan and goes to the studio where Khanna

works. The couple and Mohan decide to have a fun-filled party, and Tina and Khanna have a serious discussion. Khanna realizes
that Tina is a woman from a rich family and lives in an upper-class society where her ideas and interests are not what they are.

He has decided to marry her and live the life that she is accustomed to. The plot moves on with Tina getting married to Khanna,
with the blessings of her grandparents and the society. At the wedding reception, Khanna tries to change his ways and learn the

ways of the society. Tina gets upset with the behaviour of her new 82157476af
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